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in australia and new Zealand in the technology, finance and 
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entrepreneurs to love in 2013. 

kasia is also a commercial and business analyst and manage-
ment accountant (acMa, cGMa), where she implements and 
works with systems that help analyse financial data. She be-
lieves in using automation in her life and business.

kasia is the author of the inspirational notebook Make your 
Mark, created to inspire more female leaders, and to help de-
veloping leadership traits such as passion, confidence, crea-
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Mark is a business, career and life coach rolled into a compact, 
beautifully designed notebook. the notebook includes quotes, 
ideas and assignments to help develop and promote leader-
ship traits. the Make your Mark notebooks are available now 
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http://leadersinheels.com/shop/
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Innovation is an attitude - 
golden rules
I remember when my friend got her first job after uni and told 
me she was working very long hours. she was tired and disap-
pointed with her job, especially because other employees were 
able to leave at normal hours and she always had lots of unfin-
ished work. I was also at my first job after uni but I had no prob-
lem finishing my work. She decided she couldn’t handle this 
situation anymore and decided to change jobs. After a while, 
i met with her again and guess what? she told me exactly the 
same story: working long hours, other people have balance but 
she is always given more work than she can finish. This made 
me think that it is not where we work and what we do, but how 
we do it.

It is not where we work and what we do, but how we do it.

Kasia Gospos

Here are a few ideas on how I manage my projects and daily 
tasks:

Give it a deadline

there is an old saying that the time required to complete a pro-
ject stretches accordingly to the time allocated to the project. 
And if you don’t allocate time to a project, it can stretch end-
lessly without you even realizing it. i always work on leaders in 
heels for one hour in the morning after which i need to rush to 
do other daily jobs. No exception. Knowing that I have 

“
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only that 60 minutes to manage leaders in heels tasks i ruth-
lessly prioritize what i am working on - which email i am re-
sponding to and who i am going to speak to - to maximise the 
output per minute. remember the pareto principle: 80% of the 
output comes from 20% of the inputs. identify the tasks/in-
put that generate the most of output/impact on your business 
such as growth, sales etc., and then block time in your calendar 
for the most important goals.

Your Turn: Go through your list of open projects and give them a 
deadline. Write it down somewhere you can easily keep track of.

Batching

Certain jobs appear to be urgent, so we handle them immedi-
ately, but they are not urgent. you can actually decide on how 
you handle things and what is urgent. Most things in life are 
not urgent. When I first started selling notebooks I would get 
an order every day, and every day i would pack and ship the 
notebook. It really didn’t impact my sale when I placed a note in 
my online store that the notebooks are shipped on Mondays. 
it is much faster to pack 7 notebooks once a week than pack 
one notebook each day for a week. the same rule applies to 
checking and responding to emails, approving comments on 
the site, cleaning up your expenses and receipts etc. do not 
open emails if you know you can’t easily respond to it because 
you are on the go. you will end up reading the same email 
twice. How inefficient!

Your Turn: Think of the tasks that you could do much faster if 
you batch them.  What do you need to do to group (or batch) 
tasks of the same nature together, without completing them as 
soon as they appear on your to-do list?
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Be thoroughly prepared for meetings 
and challenge others to do the same

When i was organizing an event and asked diana ryall, ex-Md 
of Apple for a meeting she said ‘yes’, but asked me to send an 
agenda beforehand. When we met, she said she didn’t really 
care about the agenda. she wanted me to be prepared.

You have the same amount of hours in the day as Beyoncé.

Unknown

i get that it is important to sometimes have a chit-chat, and how 
important this is to building deeper relationships with your col-
leagues and business clients, but sometimes people take it to 
the extreme level. in the end, you are meeting for business, so 
you should focus on why you’re meeting, and get as many deci-
sions made during this time as possible. if not, follow-ups and 
emails will end up taking twice as much time. Don’t forget, to 
make decisions you need information, so challenge others to 
get all important facts on hand before you meet.

Eliminate and refine rules
and processes before you delegate

if you are busy running around like a chicken without a head 
and you decide to hire an assistant to do the same work for 
you, you will make them run around like a chicken without head 
– except now you are to paying them for this! Never delegate 
something that should be automated, eliminated or stream-
lined. think of the calendly example i mentioned before.

“
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To delegate, the task must be time 
consuming and well defined

If it’s quicker to respond to an email rather than forwarding it 
and giving instructions to someone else to respond on your 
behalf, there is no point in delegating it.

Time consuming tasks - outsource on 
a per project basis for a flat fee rather 
than hourly

I learned this the hard way. Creative projects like design, writ-
ing or web development can take ages. if you want someone to 
write an article for you, they can spend hours researching and 
still not finish. Put a budget on time-consuming tasks.

Your Turn: List all the tasks you want to delegate or outsource. 
What needs to happen before you are ready to do so? Avoid 
paying for the jobs that could be eliminated or done faster if 
there was a proper process in place.

Choose as little tools as possible

you do not need evernote, trello, outlook, Google keep, Gmail, 
asana etc. to help you plan your day. Just choose one or two 
tools (e.g. one for business and one personal) and stick to 
them. otherwise, you spend more time on transferring items 
between apps, end up forgetting important ones and overall 
feeling confused and overwhelmed – not good when you want 
to feel creative and productive. similarly, with tools to manage 
social media, choose one and go with this.
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False vs Actual Sense of Progress

below is a slide i have seen presented by dylan baskin, found-
er, designer and developer of Qwilr and i cannot agree with 
this more. His message is “Do. Don’t strategize about doing”. 
all the items on the left are important to some extent, but they 
give you a false sense of progress. this is when you cannot be 
wrong. It is safe to have coffees and chats, read articles, plan 
lists of activities and create spreadsheets of goals but where 
the magic really happens is when you are doing stuff.

Dylan Baskin, Founder, Designer and Developer of Qwilr
 https://qwilr.com/   @dylanbaskind

Your Turn: Do stuff.

 
CANNOT BE WRONG

False Sense of Progress

Coffees / chats about X

Reading articles about X

Making itemised list of activities

Creating spreadsheet of goals

 
HARD / STICKY / FRAUGHT

Actual Progress

Doing stuff.



Combine automation with delegation

automation and delegation go hand in glove. for example, so-
cial media can be soooooooo time consuming. That’s why I use 
automation tools to schedule posts, follow and like the posts of 
others (based on keywords). What I find is that the tools keep 
changing. They just keep getting better. So, every now and then 
I google phrases like “Twitter automation” or “Instagram auto-
mation” and see what comes up. When I can’t find a tool to post 
or auto-follow, i hire talent throughout tasking sites like upwork 
and freelancer.com. for example, i now have a hard working 
young student in Mexico, called Alejandra, managing my Insta-
gram account. initially, i created instructions (posts that i like 
and the tools that i use). now, she uses her own discretion and 
manages this account completely autonomously, independent 
of my input.

James Tuckerman, Founder Anthill Magazine & the Not-So-Freaky 
University      www.NotSoFreakyUniversity.com  @jamestuckerman

Be a Social Media Snob

“i know i need social media for my business to grow, so i signed 
up to all of them...facebook, twitter, linkedin, Google+, insta-
gram, Pinterest ...”. Be selective when choosing your social me-
dia platforms. identify your ideal clients (those that fall in the 
80/20 pareto rule) and research the social media platforms 
they use. there is no point standing on a rooftop shouting all 
day if your ideal clients aren’t there to hear you. You are wast-
ing your time and missing out on revenue that is just waiting for 
you, if you only focus on your message. look beyond the stand-
ard platforms and think outside the box to discover a range of 
conversations that are occurring around you. for example, if 
you are a construction company, look at online local building 
associations, conference discussions, product review sites,
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construction publications etc. so i urge you, be a social media 
snob, and know why you are standing on that rooftop, at that 
time, conveying that specific message, how you are saying it 
and know which of your ideal clients will be listening.

Rebecca Collett, Managing Director, 
Snowed Under Solutions Pty Ltd University 
 http://snowedundersolutions.com.au 

Your Turn: Choose social media platforms that are relevant to 
your business and then focus on them only. Do not feel guilty 
about the other one that do not grow. That’s not your focus.

Multi-Tasking Hack

Multi-tasking was perfectly valid before we had 4–5 different 
technologies all beeping and flashing for our constant atten-
tion. i have a basic multi-task hack that i use:

   • Someone needs a short answer quickly? Pick up the  
  phone and give an answer
   •  Need clarification on something so you can keep   
  working? pick up the phone and talk to who has the  
  answer
   •  Return phone calls in one go, make calls for requests
  for help / support / feedback / review all in one go
   •  Crack onto the next key task

The biggest multi-tasking hack I can offer is not to multi-task. 
Focus on one key task at a time, don’t break concentration and 
don’t allow non-urgent interruptions. 30 minutes of solid work 
will be far more productive than 1 hour with constant interrup-
tions. The quality of the work will improve, your efficiency will 
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improve and your productivity will increase. putting head-
phones in, even without music, can be a big deterrent for oth-
ers to interrupt.

Valentina Borbone, Client Relationship Director, Zuni
 http://www.zuni.com.au   @valentina1975 

20 Minute Speed Read

staying up to date in your industry (or in digital alone) can be 
really time consuming and is often left for another day, which 
seemingly never comes around. twenty minutes a day is para-
mount if you want to stay ahead of the game - twenty minutes 
of an article, a report, some stats, a blog post, an industry news-
letter, a Wiki page or something – anything - from that “read 
Later Folder” will help to keep you up to date. Sometimes that’s 
the first thing in the morning for me, sometimes it’s in-between 
priorities and other times it’s the last thing before I go home; 
but it happens EVERY day. Seriously, if you haven’t got twenty 
mins to do some reading, then I’d suggest you’re a professional 
procrastinator. 

Valentina Borbone, Client Relationship Director, Zuni
 http://www.zuni.com.au   @valentina1975 

Chunk strategy

the best automated system is to chunk your strategies: Mar-
keting strategy - 4 quarters, seasonal ideas and activities with 
natural dedication and flow. You then know what your month-
ly objectives are. Allocate time in the last week of the month 
to reflect and adjust any strategies going forward. Plan your 
weekly activities and raG status them - red, an absolute must 
and time dependant; Amber, important and timely completion, 
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and Green, ongoing non-dependency criteria. then be resolute 
in chunking your day to suit your business and your clients. 
Meetings should be 9-12 and 2-5pm (dependant on your busi-
ness of course). blue out meetings, amber out for preparation 
and red for all essentials. set alarms on your laptop. chunk 
12-2 and 5-7pm for social media - linkedin, twitter, fb, et al as 
best for the lunch-time and commuter brigade. emails should 
be religiously read only 2 x 30min sessions - with a message 
succinctly stating that emails will be res ponded to at certain 
times of the day. allocate dedicated times to accepting and re-
turning phones calls. a telephone does not have a constitution 
right to be answered. so too your mobile. neither of these bring 
in income unless controlled by you as an income-generating 
tool. Reward and praise yourself and your staff each day. Have 
regular Town Hall sessions to do this and enable your staff to 
be heard and valued.

Fiona Taylor

Introduction style

I don’t have a business card with all my contact details. My busi-
ness card simply features a url, like this: notsofreakyuniver-
sity.com/iknowjames. That way, when someone wants to reach 
out, they must visit a landing page. on this landing page is a 
genuinely helpful resource and an opt-in form. completion of 
the opt-in form triggers a sequence of emails, featuring videos 
and useful business tools (and my contact details, of course). 
that way, when we do eventually meet, my new friend already 
knows how I think, doesn’t ask me silly questions and usually 
already has a strong connection with me and my brand. It’s an 
automated rapport building strategy. (best of all, this process 
also sorts genuine potential clients from the time-wasters.)

James Tuckerman, Founder Anthill Magazine & the Not-So-Freaky 
University      www.NotSoFreakyUniversity.com  @jamestuckerman
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take the next step in your business and life
with a full copy of Kasia Gospos’ eBook

GET YOUR LIFE BACK

Ultimate guide on how to streamline and automate your busi-
ness and life so that you have more time for what you really love
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•  Managing emails
•  Editorial Calendar
•  Policies and procedures
•  Communication, tasks and project coordination
•  Eliminating emails
•  Meetings and Calls
•  Newsletter
•  Social Media and Marketing
•  Outsourcing & Recruitment
•  Customer and Supplier Relationships: Orders, Invoicing and       
    shipping
•  Full on integrations
•  Lifestyle & Travel
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